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Introduction 
The world has sink a pandemic disease. The disease has created by a natural covid 19 virus. Many 

scientists are saying that beta mRNA COVID 19 is quickly mutated in the body. Genetic institute of University, 

Landan-the researchers have seen 200 mutation of COVID 19. If is right, so why are we trying to treat by 

antibody, antigen (plasma therapy) etc.? Hydroxychloroquine has been added to this treatment. But it's not a 

specific treatment for covid 19 patients. Mutation of the virus is main problem in this disease. Anti 

inflammatory anti receptors drug can be prevents mutation of covid 19 and if prevent mutation, surely prevent 

the pandemic in the world. Mahajyotisaralamine is a anti inflammatory anti receptors drug. It has no side effects 

like other treatment anti malaric drug Hydroxychloroquine anti cancer drug chemotherapy, immunotherapy etc. 

"A''is a natural covid 19 virus.B,C,D,E,F have mutated. These five+1 are poor class. But "A''is natural 

type and no harmful, B,C,D,E,F are harmful mutated virus, it has started pandemic in the world. China is belong 

to this class and no hidden their pandemic reports. They have done to control the virus? Is not, because it has 

near first five mutated zone from natural covid 19. These mutated form are simple than other countries mutated 

covid 19. Worn to the people, it can be more mutated if are not searching perfect way . 

G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T etc. these five hundred are middle classes and medium harmful. USA, 

Spain,Itali,France, Germany, Iran, England, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh maximum countries belong to middle 

classes. 

Above 500 ,these will be to higher classes and very fatal. No one can live without specific treatment. 

So all types of mutated covid 19 can be harmful without natural type "A". Time is 2002, I was 

searching for anti cancer drug of anti DNA, RNA viruses. But I got an unexpected explanation when choose to a 

bat for my experiment. I observed that the bats give to shelter for virus during whole life in their bodies. The 

virus does not react in the Bat's body and it's stayed non-mutagenic stage belong to natural type"A''. Indian and 

Chinese scientists found the virus in body of bat. I had taken a bat, his body weight was 1.2Kg and examined to 

62 days. Took 250gm grapes for the bat and thereafter applied vitamin D3 orally (excess dose). The bat started 

immediately vomited and diarrhea. These excretion matter ate three cock and they were attack a unknown 

disease gradually 5th,7th,11th day. Result had come, the cocks were died. I astonished ! The bat spreads a 

disease but no ill own self. The disease was unknown to me. So it has been cleared, the old event and today 

remain in one stand. It is a pandemic in the world today. No doubt covid 19 is not a natural type now,it is being 

mutated. Moreover, probably beta receptors enzyme absent or a small quantity present in the body of bat. 

Effectively it acts as a beneficial virus in the Bat's body. 

I had done repeat of the examination again in 2020. Applied vitamin D3 orally (excess dose), the bat 

started vomit and diarrhea. Some of hens ate the excretion matter of bat and they were attacked by a disease. 

The hens had produced cough, asthma. In this moment, cough of hens ate into the bat. So natural"A''mutated 

to"B'', hens and bat were attacked covid 19 mutated B. Why the bat was ill? Surely "A''is mutated. Because “A'' 

is present non-effectively in the body of bat. Treated them by Mahajyotisaralamine and result become normal. 

Examined-3, 

"A''is natural, and mutated"B''is powerless, because here no ill hens and bat. 

Examined-4 

(a) Increase concentration of betazyme to the bat (b) Effectively saw again virus B mutated to C and C can 

invade hens and bat, but no died. They were recovered automatically from the disease without treatment. 

Examined-5 

No found more abnormal result. Obviously, second time the virus can be fatal from minimum two or more 

mutated steps process. 

This examination started 2002 and finished in 2020. 

The main reason of pandemic are (1) the virus mutated by human or (2)  The virus enter in the humans body 

from animal and mutated. 
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Problem chat-1 

          “B” type covid 19 patients spread mutated B covid 19 virus. C type covid 19 patients spread C mutated 

covid 19. According to process D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L etc. mutated covid 19 patients spread similar type mutated 

covid 19 virus. 

Problem chat-2  

Covid 19 can be mutated, as B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L etc. gradually may be 1000+. A is the natural virus 

and other all have mutated and will be more mutated from natural covid 19. We are presenting antibody for D 

mutated covid 19. But then it was rapidly change10 to 15 times. In this moment, our creating antibody to apply 

for the disease and the antibody was searching all over our body but no found D mutated enemy. The drug 

depressed ! Again have invented K antibody, then covid 19 mutated 20 to 30 times. So above result repeated 

again and failing again and again in this ground. D antibody effective only D mutated covid 19 virus and K only 

effective K mutated covid 19. Other all grounds result will be zero. Discuss here, gradually Microbes change 

their structure for remain existing in environment. So are being change our antibiotics treatment for Microbes. 

This is the theory of science. Covid 19 also mutated quickly. So according to theory of science a particular 

antibody have any role here?? 

Science is Wise, no doubt, but here surrendered near our enemy covid 19. It is clearly found when are 

treating by Hydroxychloroquine to covid 19 patients. Because malaria parasite can active in the body in four to 

fourteen days and covid 19 expose same process. But we have forgotten it that parasite and virus both are not 

equal. Covid 19 is a chief soldier of our enemies and parasite is a skill soldier only. So we can not fighting 

against beta mRNA COVID 19 directly. We can fight indirectly. Our need a drug which can prevent mutation, 

virus can be prevented and lastly can be destroy. Anti inflammatory anti receptors drug Mahajyotisaralamine 

can blocks the covid 19 mutation and also blocks the another source of living covid, as it binds glycoproteins 

with the help of cell surface receptors and fought with viral infections. So covid 19 is not activate without 

receptors, become powerless. Mainly Mahajyotisaralamine is an anti cancer drug. Effectively, easily antibody 

formed in the body and beta mRNA COVID 19 patients can be recover from the disease. The drug also called as 

anti mutagenic anti viral drug. 
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Above discussion, observation, preparations make a unities for fighting against beta mRNA COVID 19. Learned 

it clearly beta proteins are responsible for mutation. Mutation must be closed for prevent the pandemic. 

Antibody therapy?? Antigen therapy?? Plasma therapy?? Vaccinate?? Anti inflammatory anti receptors drug?? 

The problem can be solution in appropriate way. If mutation off, auto-immune will produce in the body. 
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